"NIE Mysore Hosts Root Access Hackathon, Focusing on 17 Sustainable Goals by United Nations"

The National Institute of Engineering in Mysore recently organized the Root Access Hackathon, centered around the United Nations' 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Enthusiastic participants showcased their innovative solutions, reflecting a commitment to addressing global challenges through technology.
The event started with a great success of Ideathon which was conducted a month ago, on 2nd, 4th, 5th of December 2023. The ideathon event was a great success of the ideation process where 45 teams participated and pitched their ideas and after rigorous scrutinization the best 20 teams were selected for the hackathon event.

The event was addressed and inaugurated by Dr. Rohini Nagapadma the principal of NIE college. This hackathon is a two day event of 12 hours each on 4th and 5th of this month, where teams of various colleges across karanataka participated with great enthusiasm. Team Brainy Bunch and the dreamers from MYCEM participated with great spirit.

The event was also addressed and acknowledged by various mentors and faculty members of NIE. The Principal addressed the gathering, and filled the participants with her words of motivation.

Followed by the principal, Dr. C.K Vanamala the event convener addressed the participants and the gathering with her words of wisdom, followed by the overview of the past events conducted by GDSC NIE. Also professor Dr. P Devaki and Professor Rampur Shrinath enlightened the audience with their motivational speech. This great kickstart of the inauguration was concluded by Ashmit Bhardwaj, Lead of GDSC NIE.

This event invoked a great motivation and enthusiasm amongst the students.